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The traders of 
southern Mali

‘Access for small farmers to markets’ is a goal in many 
chain projects. To understand how trade is organized 
without that external help, Ellen Mangnus (of KIT) wrote 
a dissertation on how a group of traders bridged the gap 
between the rural area of southern Mali and the market 
in Bamako.

by Ellen Mangnus

all sorts of traders: big and small, those who 
work seven days a week and those who work less 
because of their own farm work. Every trader has 
a storage space in N’golobougou and a pair of 
scales. The traders often visit a number of rural 
markets and travel weekly with their fully loaded 
lorries to the capital city, where they sell the 
grain to a larger trader. With this money, they 
finance the other actors in N’golobougou. 
 The lorry is rented to the smaller traders by 
the larger ones. They pay a convoyeur, whose job 
it is to have the lorry loaded with grain and to 
collect money from the traders. The convoyeur   
hires a group of chargeurs, young men who lift 
the bags into the lorry. In Bamako many of the 
traders have a regular buyer, and they spend the 
night with this family. Other traders have a bro-
ther or father with storage space in Bamako. They 
stay in Bamako for just one day in order to sell the 
grain, hear the latest news and arrange credit for 
the next week. The major traders in Bamako are 
themselves in contact with traders in other West 
African countries. 

Learning by experience
You don’t just suddenly become a trader. There are 
no courses, and my research has shown that none 
of the traders in N’golobougou had spent more 

their own region, where they met traders from 
adjacent regions. A Tuareg trader travelled to the 
edge of the desert to trade salt for grain, slaves 
or textile with Hausa traders from Niger. In the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the popu-
lation increased as did trade. People spread 
throughout West Africa and developed trade net-
works; they were connected by a common lan-
guage, the Dyula or Hausa identity and often by 
marriage ties. Islam later played a large role 
since whoever failed to observe the codes of be-
haviour or religion didn’t belong to the commu-
nity of traders. 
 Even today traders continue to connect iso-
lated rural areas with trade centres and cities in 
the rest of the country. I researched one such 
trade network, spending three months with the 
traders of N’golobougou. In addition to Lassina 
Cisse and his brothers Amadou and Adama, I in-
terviewed 22 traders and about 50 other people 
active in the market. 

Trade network
Although the swarming market in N’golobougou 
may give another impression, trade is a strictly 
organized activity. The traders’ network in 
N’golobougou consists of collectors, traders, 
pous-pous, chargeurs and convoyeurs. There are 

L
assina Cisse has been a grain trader for 
six years; before that, he worked for 
five years as a ‘collector’ for his older 
brother, the trader Amadou Cisse. Every 
day, Lassina rode his scooter for miles 

over the sandy roads of the Cercle N’golobougou 
in southern Mali. In the rainy months, he had to 
manoeuvre his load around the pools of mud, and 
in the dry season he struggled through the shif-
ting sand. He visited tens of farmers weekly to 
buy maize and sorghum, and he earned a small 
margin per kilo. By saving this margin for years, 
Lassina was able to buy a pair of scales, and now 
he has a storeroom in the main village, just like 

all of the other traders in the Cercle.
 A storeroom is a strategic necessity because 
of the large market held every Monday. From  
far and wide farmers arrive on their scooters and 
bicycles to trade and to meet one another. The 
first wooden carts appear at dawn around the big   
baobab in the village centre. Donkeys are 
leashed, and the women prepare their small sto-
ves and enormous pans to begin baking beig-
nets. 
 On market day, the collectors give the trader 
they work for the grain that they have bought 
during the week. Lassina now has collectors of 
his own, five young men who travel for him to 

village markets and farmers. When he receives 
their grain on market day, he gives them money 
for the following week.  They often drink tea to-
gether and one of them helps him weigh the bags 
throughout the afternoon.
 As evening sets in, the visitors to the market 
head home. Men with wheelbarrows, the so-
called pous-pous, bring the bags of grain from 
the storage to the lorries parked at the entrance 
to the village. These lorries are rented to the tra-
ders each week by three wealthy traders from 
N’golobougou; the others pay them a certain 
amount per kilo for transport. Warmly clothed 
against the cold and the dust, Lassina travels on 
top of the load together with 20 other traders. 
They’ll arrive early the next morning in Bamako 
to sell their goods to the large traders there. 

Trade in West Africa
Trade has always been important to the people of 
the Sahel. In the fifteenth century, trade there 
first expanded beyond the village boundaries, 
and people began to trade in their own regional 
products: salt from Lake Chad, dried fish from 
the Niger Delta, cola nuts from the woods of 
present-day Ivory Coast and Ghana and livestock, 
which was raised throughout the Sahel. In the 
beginning, people travelled to the boundaries of 
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You only become 
part of the network 
if others think that 

you’re capable

Traders return home at the end of the day from the N’golobougou market in Southern Mali

N’golobougou, Mali

206 km

Bamako, Mali
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than 12 years at school. Half of them are illiterate.
Although many development projects are desig-
ned to make a trader from a farmer in just four 
years, the people of Mali consider trade to be a 
profession that demands years of experience. 
Most of them start as a trader’s helper or a col-
lector. A few of them raise and sell chickens or 
trade in cigarettes. In the low season, many 
young men go to Ivory Coast to work on the plan-
tations and slowly build up some capital. After a 
few years, they can buy a pair of scales (for 350 
euros). And when someone can finally buy up so 
much grain that it’s worth travelling to Bamako, 
then he’s called a ‘trader’.  
 The trip to and from Bamako is tiring and fil-
led with risks. Traders are sometimes robbed; to 
start up again, they have to depend on other 
traders for loans. And this means that they have 

to build up a network, which costs time. It takes 
perseverance to become a trader.
 In addition to trade, there are other ways of 
being a profitable part of the network. For my 
research, I spoke with two traders with their own 
lorry with which they earned money from the 
transport to Bamako. Another important figure 
is the owner of the village shop. He doesn’t tra-
vel to Bamako to trade in large amounts of grain, 
but he does play an important role in the net-
work: since he receives a lot of cash each day, 
he’s a source of credit for the traders.

Selection and behaviour
You can also consider the market as a bundling of 
specialties in which everyone does what they’re 
good at or what best fits their situation. In order 
to fulfil their role, people depend on one ano-

ther. There are no written rules or statutes;    
everything is coordinated by a series of implicit 
behaviour codes.
 In the past few years, many development 
projects have focused on improving the access of 
small farmers to the markets and on chain de-
velopment. In the projects’ attempts to contri-
bute to this so-called ‘inclusive development’ 
participation is open to anyone who’s interested. 
That’s not possible in a trade network; you can 
become part of the network only if others think 
that you’re capable. 
 Traders test this capability with all sorts of 
tricks. A new collector often first works as an as-
sistant to the trader to see if he can use the    
scales and can calculate. The roles of family ties 
and ‘social capital’ are also limited; even a family 
contact or an acquaintance from the village or 
via the mosque will have to prove himself. Diaka-
rida Cisse, a trader for 12 years, put it nicely: ‘I 
have four collectors. I give three of them 100 
thousand CFA francs a week and the other gets 
25 thousand. This is my nephew. I hired him as a 
favour to my sister, but he doesn’t have any ta-
lent. As soon as he gets a piece of land, I’ll let 
him go.’  Some traders consciously avoid working 
with relatives because, for example, it can be dif-
ficult to discuss outstanding loans with them. As 
one trader told me, ‘Relatives eat money.’ 

Credit
Capital is needed in order to trade. Formal credit 
isn’t always available in the rural areas of Mali, 
something that is often pointed to in reports of 
development projects as being a barrier to eco-
nomic development. However, the practice in 
N’golobougou shows that considerable sums of 
money are in circulation. 
 Sitting in their dusty jackets in front of their 
clay storage huts, the traders at the market give 
the impression of being small-scale actors. But 
the biggest traders buy goods for about 1,200 
euros weekly, which is 12 times the average 
monthly salary in Mali. Most of the traders get 

credit via informal routes, for example from their 
circle of acquaintances, but even more often via 
the trader they sell to. Large traders finance the 
small ones who, in turn finance the collectors. 
 That isn’t just a matter of course: to get cre-
dit you have to prove that you’re trustworthy and 
skilled. A trader will first give a collector a small 
amount of money. If the collector returns the 
next week with more grain than the credit he was 
given, the trader knows that the collector also 
borrowed money elsewhere. This means that 
people trust him. ‘He trades correctly’ or ‘he 
doesn’t waste’ is what the traders say about a 
collector like this. 
 The trader will increase the weekly credit a 
bit at a time, petit à petit. Consequently, it can 
take years before someone has amassed a large 
amount of capital. This requires expertise, a    
positive reputation and the ability to manage 
your relations. The informal credit market is not 
at all inefficient, but is based on a clever selec-
tion of capable people and on recognition of the 
fact that it takes time to learn to deal with mo-
ney and risks. It is questionable if such a system 
can be imitated by banks, which give formal lo-
ans and demand security as proof of being cre-
ditworthy. 

Local roots
The trade network is intertwined with the local 
structures and daily practices in N’golobougou. 
Of the 24 traders in N’golobougou, only three are 
fulltime traders who live from this profession. 
The other traders and all of the collectors are far-
mers as well. The amount of time they can spare 
for trade depends on the size of their land and 
the number of brothers and sons who help them 
work the land. The farm has priority, but a part-
time trader or even someone who trades just one 
day a week can still be part of the network. In 
fact, because trade is so anchored in the local 
situation, this guarantees the success and the 
sustainability of the trade network.  
 The traders of N’golobougou are specialized 

in grain: sorghum, maize and millet. But this 
doesn’t impede trading in other products. When 
it’s the season for tamarind, this fruit goes via 
the same channels to the market in Bamako. 
With the money earned on this transaction, grain 
can be bought. The traders easily navigate in the 
diverse chains.  
 The traders respond accurately to changes in 
supply and demand. Other than in many chain de-
velopment projects in which products move via a 
number of links from the producer to the consu-
mer in return for money, the trade flows between 
N’golobougou and Bamako work in two directions. 
If there is a period of scarcity in N’golobougou, 
the chain flows in the other direction. The major 
traders in Bamako send lorries with grain to the 
traders in N’golobougou. And they use their col-
lectors to sell grain to the farmers.

Lessons
What sort of insights does the working of the 
trade network offer us? First, it shows that trade 
requires experience, sometimes years of experi-
ence. I would therefore advise development pro-
grammes aimed at supporting farmers in the 
market to do so for a longer period. It takes 
about seven years for a collector in N’golobougou 
to become a trader, and some of them never do. 
 The trade network also shows that having a 
specialty and being able to collaborate are cru-
cial. Not everyone can do everything, and there 
is no leader. The network is composed of nu-
merous tasks that have to be done in a coordina-
ted fashion. I would advise development 
organizations to study the local situation well; 
what does trade mean here, what capacities are 
needed and who has them?
 The study also shows that new participants 
are selected with extreme care. In that sense, 
the network is ‘exclusive’ with an eye to its own 
sustainability: people who aren’t reliable or ca-
pable will ruin it for the others, and no one 
wants to take that risk. I advise development in-
terventions aimed at setting up cooperatives to 

determine what the most important goal is. Is it 
carrying out trade, guaranteeing the sustainabi-
lity of the cooperative and, as the traders do, 
strictly selecting new members? Or is it inclusi-
vity by means of membership for everyone?    
Those goals can’t always be reconciled.  
 A final insight is that trade networks may be 
successful because they are anchored in local 
life: trading and agriculture go together. In 
many development projects, farmers are joined 
together to outplay the trader, and participants 
have to choose between the two.  

Assumptions
I would like to conclude with two comments 
about assumptions in many studies and docu-
ments on market development in Africa. 
 Firstly, the idea that farmers would have a 
better position in the market if they held power 
and the middleman were removed doesn’t apply 
to the case of N’golobougou. Almost all of the 
traders in the rural areas of Mali are farmers as 
well and they greatly contribute to the well-being 
of their families and the quality of rural life. Even 
major traders are expected to help on the farm. 
In answer to my question of whether he still helps 
his brothers with the annual harvest, Lassina 
Cissé responded, ‘Yes, to keep everyone happy. A 
peaceful family is the priority of every Malian.’ 
 Secondly, something with regard to the 
widely heard buzzword ‘upscaling’. To answer the 
increasing demand of the cities, trade must be 
carried out on a larger scale, something that the 
informal trade networks aren’t capable of. In my 
opinion, the traders of N’golobougou are logis-
tics geniuses. For a number of years, the UN 
World Food Programme has been buying grain 
from N’golobougou for areas in northern Mali 
where there are scarcities. That traders can bare-
ly meet the demands of the World Food Program-
me has nothing to do with their trading 
capabilities but with the fact that the supply is 
insufficient. The problem is not the scale of the 
trade but rather the scale of production.

To get credit you 
have to prove that 
you’re trustworthy 

and skilled
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Traders on market day
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